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LESSON 1

Today I Learned About the 
The  Barekhu is the way that the individuals in a synagogue become a 
congregation. It is a prayer that is an invitation, a “call and response.”

The service leader invites the congregation to praise God with the words:


Barekhu et Adonai ha-M’vorakh

Praise Adonai Who is to be Praised.

Then, the congregation responds together:


Barukh Adonai ha-M’vorakh l’Olam va’ed

Praised be Adonai Who is to be Praised forever and always.

When the response is over, the official prayer community is now created. It takes a 
minyan, a quorum of ten Jews to say the  Barekhu and some other prayers.

Do you remember these 
vocabulary words?



Roots: These snails are missing something! Help by filling in the missing letters for 
words built from the root .
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________________________________________________ Family Activity: Returning from Exile
In class you read the story of the first time the  Barekhu 
was ever said. It was said when Ezra gathered the Jewish people 
together after the Babylonian Exile to hear the entire Torah read 
out loud. It was the way that the Exile really ended.

Write a definition of exile. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Have each person in the family share the story of one time they felt like they were in 
exile and then tell how they came to feel “back at home” again.

Fun Activity: Help the Cantor turn a gathering into a community by 
crossing out all the words that are not part of the .

LEADER: 

CONGREGATION:  
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________________________________________________ 
LESSON 2

Today I Learned About  Yotzer Or
 Yotzer Or is:

• The first brakhah (blessing) before the  Shema in the morning 
service.

• A prayer that is all about creation that uses light as its big image.

• A prayer that uses light to talk about the creation of knowledge and 
the creation of good.

• A prayer that a midrash teaches was first said by Adam and Eve on 
the first Shabbat morning.

 Yotzer Or is also a prayer that the Reform movement has a 
different (and shorter) version from other Siddurim.

Practice aloud these two sections of .

  .1

  .2

  .3

    .4

   .5

    .6

  .7
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________________________________________________ 

Check off the boxes that have words built from the root .

Family Activity: Creation Photo Image
 Yotzer Or is a prayer about creation. It talks about all of the 
wonderful things that God has made. Take out the box, album, or CD of 
family photographs. Together pick out your best creation image. Write a 
caption for it and send it to school for their class creation image contest.

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________
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________________________________________________ 
LESSON 3

Today I Learned the Story: “Adam and Eve’s First Shabbat”
We read the story of Adam and Eve being created and then 

breaking God’s single rule about the fruit. We learned in a 
midrash that God wanted to kick them out of the Garden 
of Eden, then, but Shabbat got involved. She told God 
that people needed to experience Shabbat there. God 

agreed and God let them stay, even making a great 
Shabbat for them. When night came, Adam and Eve 
were scared, believing that God was destroying the 

world because of their actions. They did not sleep at 
all. Instead they tossed and turned, worried and felt bad. 

When dawn finally rose, they knew that God had given them another chance.

That is when they said the  for the first time. We all have sleepless nights 
like Adam and Eve did. We all have mornings where we get to say  over a 
new beginning just like Adam and Eve did.

Do you remember these vocabulary words?

     

Practice aloud the end of .

   .1

   .2

  .3
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________________________________________________ Write Your Own Midrash
The story “Adam and Eve’s First Shabbat” was 
all about Friday night and Saturday morning. 
Write your own ending to the story. What 
happened on Saturday night when Adam and 
Eve had to leave the garden?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Find the Hidden Light: Circle the words that have the root  hidden in them.
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________________________________________________ 
LESSON 4

Today I Learned About  Ahavah Rabbah
 Ahavah Rabbah is:

• The second blessing before the  Shema in the 
morning.

• A prayer about Torah.

• A statement that Torah is the gift that shows us God’s love.

• A memory of Mount Sinai.

Mt. Sinai is where God taught Torah to all of Israel. And Mt. 
Sinai is where Israel accepted the Torah and agreed to follow its 
laws.

  .1

  .2

  .3

   .4

  .5

  .6

  .7

    .8

Practice aloud the first section of .
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________________________________________________ Family Activity: Our Favorite Torah
Ahavah Rabbah is a prayer about learning. There 
are many kinds of Torah. The Talmud teaches that there is 
Written Torah, that is the Torah found in the Bible, and there is 
Oral Torah, that are explanations and interpretations of Written 
Torah that are found in the Talmud and the Midrash. We are 
also taught that every person has their own Torah, the unique 
piece of wisdom that they own and can share with others. In 
one way or another, every piece of wisdom that can enrich us or 
help us grow is a kind of Torah.

Go through your family library, pick out three items (books, movies, albums, etc.) that 
you consider, besides the actual Torah, the most important Torah in your house.

Hidden Love: The root  means “love.” Draw a circle around the people with .
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________________________________________________ 
LESSON 5

Today I Learned Two Mount Sinai Stories
We read two different midrashim about Mt. Sinai. They tell almost 
opposite stories.

In the first midrash God has trouble getting a nation to accept the 
Torah because its rules were hard to follow. Eventually God holds Mt. 
Sinai over Israel’s heads and virtually forces them to say that they 
want the Torah.

In the second midrash Israel badly wants the Torah but God isn’t 
sure that they deserve it. God asks for someone to “cosign” the loan 
when they get the Torah. God rejects a lot of suggested people but 
finally accepts their children as the ones to guarantee that the Torah 
will be cared for appropriately.

1


Do you remember these vocabulary words?

     

  = _________________  +  .1

  =__________________  +  .2

  =__________________  +  .3

  =__________________  +  .4

Which Ending? 
These words from 
 are 
made up of a word 
and an ending— 
or . Write the 
correct ending to 
complete these word 
equations.
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________________________________________________ 

Practice aloud the second half of .

   .1

   .2

  .3

    .4

  .5

   .6

  .7

    .8

   .9

  .10

  .11

My Mount Sinai
There is a tradition that every Jew who ever lived and who ever will live was at Mt. Sinai 
when God taught us Torah. List three people whom you remember seeing at Mt. Sinai. 
These should either be famous Jews or Jews who are important to you.

1.__________________________________________________________

2.__________________________________________________________

3.__________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________ 
LESSON 6

Today I Learned About the  Shema
The  Shema is:

• A verse out of the Torah, Deuteronomy 6.4, that talks about God 
being One.

• A collection of three paragraphs out of the Torah that were 
gathered together to become a replacement for the Ten 
Commandments in the service in the ancient Temple in Jerusalem.

• A prayer that is said at evening and morning services and at 
bedtime.

• A prayer that is written in the Torah with two large letters. These 
are an  Ayin and a  Dalet. These form the Hebrew word  
eid, that means “witness.” When we say the  Shema we are 
witnesses to the truth that there is only One God.

• A prayer that has a custom that we cover our eyes when we say it. 
This lets us look inside.

1

Match these pictures and core words to the words in the .

  .1

  .2





Practice aloud 
the .
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________________________________________________ Family Activity: Saying the  at Bedtime
It is a tradition for Jews to say the Shema at bedtime. This 
is done because it says in the book of Deuteronomy, “And you 
should say them when you lie down.” 

Answer the following questions:

What are things that you do at bedtime? __________________

_____________________________________________________

Which things are fun? __________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Which things show love?________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Which things are chances to reflect, remember, and plan? ___

_____________________________________________________

Roots
Listen carefully as you read these words aloud and find those built from the root .

 















